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The iPhone Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the iPhone 3.0 SDK (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009
 Want to get started building applications for Apple’s iPhone and iPod touch? Already building iPhone applications and want to get better at it? This is the only book that brings together all the expert guidance–and the code–you’ll need!

Completely revised...
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Cocoa Touch for iPhone OS 3 (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Join the gold rush to developing cool iPhone apps with this complete iPhone OS 3 developer’s guide. Professional developer Jiva DeVoe speaks your language, and he talks you through the entire process—from explaining Cocoa Touch and the iPhone SDK to using Xcode and the Game Kit API. Follow step-by-step tutorials, then apply practical...
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Learning iOS Programming: From Xcode to App StoreO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The arrival of the iPhone changed everything. Or, at the very least, it changed the
	
		direction of software development for mobile platforms, which is a pretty big thing. It
	
		has spawned an entire generation of copycat devices and brought an entire multibilliondollar
	
		industry to its knees. Despite this, it still fits...
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Beginning iPhone 3 Development: Exploring the iPhone SDKApress, 2009
Are you a programmer looking for a new challenge? Does the thought of building your very own iPhone app make your heart race and your pulse quicken? If so, Beginning iPhone 3 Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK is just the book for you. Updated and revised for iPhone SDK 3, many of the discussions in the original book have been clarified...
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Windows 7 Made Simple (Made Simple Apress)Apress, 2011


	On your computer screen is the most exciting new release of Windows in the last 10

	years: Windows 7. This Quick Start Guide will get you up and running with Windows in

	no time. You’ll learn what’s new in Windows 7, how to find your way around the

	Windows 7 desktop, where to find your programs and documents, and several...
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Mac OS X, iPod, and iPhone Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide digital forensic investigators, security professionals, and law enforcement with all of the information, tools, and utilities required to conduct forensic investigations of computers running any variant of the Macintosh OS X operating system, as well as the almost ubiquitous iPod and iPhone. Digital forensic...
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iPhoto 11 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Technology is at its best when it enables you to focus more on what you are doing rather than how you are doing it. iPhoto is definitely technology at its best. It does so many things that it takes a whole book to describe them to you — this book, in fact. iPhoto ’11 Portable Genius is your companion: It helps you get going with...
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iPhone: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
	
		How do you make the point that the iPhone has changed the
	
		world? The easy answer is “use statistics”—100 million sold,
	
		500,000 downloadable programs on the iPhone A pp Store, 15
	
		billion downloads…. Trouble is, those statistics get stale almost before
	
		you’ve finished typing them....
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The Business of iPhone App Development: Making and Marketing Apps that SucceedApress, 2010

	The phenomenal success of the iPhone and the iPod touch has ushered in a “gold rush” for developers, but with well over 100,000 apps in the highly competitive App Store, it has become increasingly difficult for new apps to stand out in the crowd. Achieving consumer awareness and sales longevity for your iPhone app requires a lot...
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Learning iOS Game Programming: A Hands-On Guide to Building Your First iPhone GameAddison Wesley, 2010

	Get Started Fast with iOS Game Programming


	 


	Since the launch of the App Store, games have been the hottest category of apps for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. That means your best chance of tapping into the iPhone/iPad “Gold Rush”...
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Best iPhone AppsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		With over 250,000 apps to choose from in Apple's App Store, you can make your iPhone or iPod Touch do just about anything you can imagine -- and almost certainly a few things you would never think of. While it's not hard to find apps, it is frustratingly difficult to find the the best ones.

	
		That's where this...
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Using Windows 8.1: Return of the Start ButtonApress, 2013

	Using Windows 8.1 is the essential step by step guide to using a computer running Windows 8, providing a complete resource for both the beginner and the enthusiast.

	

	Techniques are illustrated in step-by-step using photography and screen prints throughout, together with concise, easy to follow text from an established expert...
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